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TT No.191: Mike Latham - Tues 28 Feb 2006. Scottish League Division One: Queen 

of the South 0-0 Dundee. Attendance: 1,566; Admission: £12; 32pp programme 

(with 8-page insert): £2; FGIF match rating: 1* 

Palmerston Park, Dumfries is a terrific traditional football ground with an 

authentic deep terrace behind one goal and a neatly painted old-style main stand 

with small, shallow standing terrace in front. Down the other side runs a modern 

style seated stand, half of which is given over to away supporters, and the 

uncovered end behind the far goal is currently unused. Queens have plans to 

redevelop this end on the way to making the ground SPL compliant with a 6,000 

capacity.  

Situated about 35 miles or so from Carlisle down the Stranraer road, Dumfries is a 

pleasant town with an increasing number of retail developments on its outskirts. 

The football ground is easy to find and there is plenty of off-street parking while 

the neighbouring ice rink car park also accommodates football supporters.  

There is a small club shop on the main stand side and a friendly public bar that was 

well patronised on one of the coldest nights of the winter. Though cramped and 

smoky inside there are a number of interesting photographs, souvenirs and 

programmes on the walls that bear closer inspection if you can tolerate the wall of 

cigarette smoke and heaving mass of humanity inside.  

The view from the terrace behind the goal is excellent and the standard of 

floodlights and playing area of the highest order. At the back of the terrace is a 

small tea bar whose main fare is ‘hot pies.’ Hot they certainly are, even though 

there was no further description of the contents. With peas, curry sauce and chips 

as alternative accompaniments together with hot drinks and sweets served by 

friendly staff it is one of the best catering outlets in the Scottish League.  

Despite Dundee, a cup quarter final replay looming, bringing only about one 

hundred supporters for their first league visit to the ground for a quarter-of-a-

century the attendance crept over the 1,500 mark but those hardy souls were not 

to be rewarded with a goal to make bearing the intense cold a little easier. It was 

a dire game of few clear-cut chances and long before the end, with the pitch 

hardening by the minute, both teams seemed happy to settle for a point.  

A 32-page programme produced for the original fixture on 17 Dec, which was 

postponed, was augmented by an eight-page supplement.  

Palmerston Park is a friendly and atmospheric ground to visit and, only 40-minutes 

or so from the English border, is one of the easiest Scottish venues to frequent, 

Gretna aside. With temperatures at sub-zero by kick-off, though, it was perhaps 

not the best day to appreciate its charms especially given the poor-quality fare on 

offer on the pitch. 
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